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WINTER SPORTS MEET SCHEDULED

Competition Open to All
Varsity Men Included

CUP FOR WINNING PRIZE
All Winter Sports Candidates Must Take Part—Elimination for Wil

VARSITY WINNS OPEN GAME
Passing and Defensive Playing Features Game

OUTSTANDING
New Hampshires Opens Season With Win in Intramural Football—Impresses—Senior Box and Davis

The varsity basketball team opened its season with an impressive victory over the University of Maine Saturday night. The New Hampshire quintet continued in its early form and defeated the Maine nine by 44 to 30, the largest margin of victory this season. The winning streak started because of the fine playing of the Hampshire team. "Nick" Rose, the regular starting guard of the team, showed his ability to the full extent that the varsity players can play. Maine scored first with a long shot. "Nick" Rose followed with one of his long shots which the New Hampshire men proved to be the most successful. Other powerful members of the varsity team were: King, Marks, and Beatty. Goals from fouls: Bridge 2, Cotton, Taylor, Hanscom 2, Durrell, Beatty, Kamenkovitz. Goals from free throws for the subs showed up well., Kelsea, Nicora and Davis were the outstanding stars of the game. "Nick" Rose played a fine game, as did many of the other players. With the assistance of a soda or cigarette the varsity team did a splendid job.

Boys' Games—Date for Commencement of Boys' Games Will Be Announced

All Winter Sports Candidates Must Take Part—Elimination for Wii

WINTER SPORTS

The cup for the winner of the ski race in the 1926 Winter Carnival will be presented by the Outing Club, was attended by Dr. N. E. French, to the students, and by publicity agents on

FIRST DISCUSSION GROUPS SUCCESSFUL

The first meeting of the discussion groups were held Tuesday evening, with the students and faculty members present. The meeting was attended by three of the most able and enthusiastic students present. The discussion groups were successful in their first appearance, and was welcomed by the students present. The New Hampshire team was divided into two groups, one in favor of and the other against the resolution. The New Hampshire team had an advantage in the first group, but the Radcliffe team made a good showing in the second group. The New Hampshire team was entirely successful in winning the debate, and was able to win the debate against the Radcliffe team.

REGISTRY OF BOOKS

The Blue Book Society completed its review of the books submitted for the sake of the society in this section is over. In the next discussion group will be held on the first day of the new term. When a student desires to accept a book, he will be required to fill out the form and make the payment. The New Hampshire team will consist of Paul W. None, Maine. The Radcliffe team will consist of Miss Dorothy Davis, '28, of Littleton, N. H., supported the more

SUGGESTIONS FOR AN OFFICIAL MASCOT FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Gives Permission for Complete Plans for New Liberal Arts Classroom Building With Construction Bids

CIVIL ENGINEERING COURSE TO BE OFFERED

Time Unit Plan Will Yield Credit Hours According to Actual Time in Preparation and Class Work for the Bachelor Will receive Six Hundred Credit Hours for Graduation—Fifty Hours Each Year

COUNCIL ENFORCES THE POINT SYSTEM

To Have a Register Board in the Nurses' Office—Openings for Elderly Persons—Problems

The Student Council has been given instructions to set up a point system of discipline for the students at the University of New Hampshire. This system will be based on the number of points a student will receive for good behavior or for bad behavior.

THE UNIVERSITY SMOKES

When you're "all in" from your afternoon's exercises, or when you feel that desire for a soothing smoke after an evening of study; there is nothing that can take the place of the cigarette.

WE ALL AGREE

A CAMEL

Want something to do after that hockey or basketball game?

Play the game over again with the help of a soda or cigarette

AT JIM'S
The College Pharmacy

ITALIANS IN THE AMERICAN ELECTIONS

A ballot printed below is for the purpose of notifying the sentiment of the student body so as a proper measure for the University of New Hampshire. The student body is asked to take part in the system on the left of the President's office or mail it directly to THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. It is hoped that it will be filled out next to this paper immediately in order that a formal ballot may be prepared. The printed ballot is combined with the student body, brought within the ballot of the alumnae for the recommendation of the New Hampshire Alumni Association.
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FRANKLIN THEATRE

FRANKLIN THEATRE
DURHAM, N. H.

ADMISSION:
Adults 25c
Children 10c

THURSDAY, JAN. 21

A PARSON'S NIGHT

THE ANCIENT HIGHWAY

Jack Buck and Billy Carter

It is kept high with action, struggle, surprise, hero incidents and

with a language and a style that are their own. It is a great

International News

FRIDAY, JAN. 22

SUGGESTION BALLOT

On page 4 of this issue of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, a formal ballot will

was run in last week's issue of the

printed on the

front page and either send it to THE

"Suggestion Ballot". In each of the

results would not be gratifying.

Pleasing Notice

To the Editor of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE:

Saturday, Jan. 16

"LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN"

A comedy so satisfying and hilarious and delightful that

McKay, Bert Lytell, Ronald Colman, and Irene Rich

the Idle rich? Who are the best people? The Idle rich?

Irene Rich

Educational Comedy—"HOOKED," featuring Lloyd Hamilton

Admission: Adults, 30c; Children under 12, 10c

from the University's athletic contests. Situated as we are,

and the Shops.

New Hampshire Theatre

admit the Bull. Whatever mascot is de-"THE MERRY WIDOW"

SATURDAY, JAN. 23

A Warner Bros. Production

A Paramount Picture

Admission: Adults, 30c; Children under 12, 10c

"THE BEST PEOPLE"

H. W. Savage's

Admission: Adults, 50c; Children under 12, 25c

"THE STREET OF FORGOTTEN MEN"

What happens when betweens fall in love with their chauffeurs? And

McKay, Bert Lytell, Ronald Colman, and Irene Rich

Comedy

Comedy SHOWS AT 3:15 AND 8:30

TIE A TIN TO TROUBLE

A TIDY red tin of Prince Albert, to be exact. There's the greatest little trouble-chaser in the known world. Smoke P. A. and pipe-gourmets choose the nearest exit.

Yes, Sir, P. A. is right there with the Polly

Smith, Sunlight, gladness, the light from

the bright smile. Because Prince Albert is the

cheeriest, chummest tobacco that ever tumbled into a briar or corn cob.

Smoke P. A.—and smile. Cool, comfortable

Prince Albert, friendly P. A. Not a tongue-

or teeth-parch in a ten of it. The Prince

Albert process hinges the "No Admitance" sign on Bute and Parch the day the factory opened.

Get a tidy red tin of P. A. today and give pipe-gourmets the

PRINCE ALBERT

—no other tobacco is like it!
**ALUMNI NOTES**

**CLASS OF 1918**

Elmer D. Kelley was recently elect­ed assistant treasurer of the New England Electric System. He was one of the speakers at the association's annual dinner at the New Hampshire Club.

**CLASS OF 1922**

Evelyn R.8. Smith, who has been ap­pointed librarian of the New Hampshire Library, is at present living in Concord, N. H.

**CLASS OF 1924**

Dr. W. E. H. Stetson is at present teaching at Boston University. He was one of the speakers at the annual dinner of the New Hampshire Club.

**CLASS OF 1925**

Dr. N. E. W. B. Smith, who is at present working for his M. S. degree in chemistry, is teaching Physics and Mathematics at the University of California.

**CLASS OF 1926**

Miss Hayes is teaching Mathematics at the University of California.

**CLASS OF 1927**

Mr. Hu spoke on the conditions of China after the World War, with its terrific cruelty and waste. He made a special appeal to the youth of China that are bringing about the situation.

Mr. Hu is a Chinese student, formerly noted. Lyle Farrell, '29, soloist, will present anecdotes for which the speaker is noted. Mr. Hu's lecture will have the title, "Mr. Hu's World in the Light of the Two Worlds." Mr. Hu is a Chinese student, formerly known.

**CLASS OF 1928**

Mr. Brown is developing an aggressive, cost-accounting, and security-agency type of humorous monologues and anecdotes for which the speaker is noted. Mr. Hu will address a joint meeting of the New Hampshire Historical Society and the New Hampshire Academy of Arts and Sciences on the evening of January 25.

**CLASS OF 1929**

Mr. Brown is developing an aggressive, cost-accounting, and security-agency type of humorous monologues and anecdotes for which the speaker is noted. Mr. Brown will address a joint meeting of the New Hampshire Historical Society and the New Hampshire Academy of Arts and Sciences on the evening of January 25.

**CLASS OF 1930**

Mr. Brown is developing an aggressive, cost-accounting, and security-agency type of humorous monologues and anecdotes for which the speaker is noted. Mr. Brown will address a joint meeting of the New Hampshire Historical Society and the New Hampshire Academy of Arts and Sciences on the evening of January 25.

**CLASS OF 1931**

Mr. Brown is developing an aggressive, cost-accounting, and security-agency type of humorous monologues and anecdotes for which the speaker is noted. Mr. Brown will address a joint meeting of the New Hampshire Historical Society and the New Hampshire Academy of Arts and Sciences on the evening of January 25.

**CLASS OF 1932**

Mr. Brown is developing an aggressive, cost-accounting, and security-agency type of humorous monologues and anecdotes for which the speaker is noted. Mr. Brown will address a joint meeting of the New Hampshire Historical Society and the New Hampshire Academy of Arts and Sciences on the evening of January 25.

**CLASS OF 1933**

Mr. Brown is developing an aggressive, cost-accounting, and security-agency type of humorous monologues and anecdotes for which the speaker is noted. Mr. Brown will address a joint meeting of the New Hampshire Historical Society and the New Hampshire Academy of Arts and Sciences on the evening of January 25.

**CLASS OF 1934**

Mr. Brown is developing an aggressive, cost-accounting, and security-agency type of humorous monologues and anecdotes for which the speaker is noted. Mr. Brown will address a joint meeting of the New Hampshire Historical Society and the New Hampshire Academy of Arts and Sciences on the evening of January 25.
University Shields!
Every student and alumnus should have one.
It’s a permanent memento that will adorn your study

Get your texts early for the new term.*

Some key events from the newspaper:
- The soccer game between the University of New Hampshire and Maine resulted in a score of 2 to 1 in favor of the Maine team. The University of Maine defeated the University of New Hampshire by a score of 2 to 1. Both teams played a good game, with Maine taking the lead in the second half.
- The engineering course will be new and will be authorized for the year 1926-27 and will be built for the University of New Hampshire for three years. He has been sporting editor since 1900.
- The new engineering course will be new and will be authorized for the year 1926-27 and will be built for the University of New Hampshire for three years. He has been sporting editor since 1900.
- The University of New Hampshire will be defeated by a score of 2 to 1. Both teams played a good game, with Maine taking the lead in the second half.
- The game started off with both teams scoring immediately by dropping the long shots from the center circle. Clement played a hard game and was enabled to guard his corner very effectively on the winning team.
- The work of the entire New Hampshire team was excellent. Their defense was strong and their offense was effective. They scored nine goals in the game.

*The text is a continuation from the previous page.